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Universal Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater, Square, fits full size
chafers

Model: 1BBUFBURN1

Universal Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater, Square, fits full size chafers
Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater

 Heat up the SAVING$!

Each Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater replaces an estimated
5,000 cans of chafer fuel. So, over the average life of a
Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater, you can save over $6,000 in
canned fuel costs! One Magnetic Heater only cost $0.05 per
hour to operate! At an average cost of $1.25 per can of fuel
that burns for 2 hours, 2 cans per chafer, you can eliminate
thousands of dollars in fuel costs each year.

Heat your chafing dishes FASTER and more reliably than
canned fuel. This heater heats water to 140 to 160 degrees in
15 minutes. When placed on high, the heater can boil the
water in the water pan (220 deg).
The patented magnetic electric heater attaches magnetically
to the bottom of the water pan on virtually any full size chafing
dish from standard economy chafers to high end roll tops. The
adjustable electric heat controller allows you to maintain a
steady, consistent heat and unaffected by wind, room
temperature etc.

    • Made from heavy gauge polished stainless steel
    • Less hazardous to use (no open flames)
    • Only one unit per chafing dish is needed
    • Limited 1 year warranty against factory defects or
workmanship

Do you serve a hot continental breakfast with at least 2
chafing dishes every day of the week? Replace your canned
fuel with our Magnetic Chafing Dish Heater and save over
$750 in operating costs per year for EACH Chafing Dish!
That\'s a saving of $1500 per year - and that\'s just for
breakfast!
Also accommodates steam tables, warming boxes, hot dog
carts, and more. 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 in x8.5 in x2 in
Weight: 7 lbs.
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